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Contemporary Perspectives on Art and International Development Taylor & Francis Visual artists, craftspeople,
musicians, and performers have been supported by the development community for at least twenty years, yet there
has been little grounded and critical research into the practices and politics of that support. This new Routledge book
remedies that omission and brings together varied perspectives from artists, policy-makers, and researchers working
in the Paciﬁc, Africa, Latin America, and Europe to explore the challenges and opportunities of supporting the arts in
the development context. The book oﬀers a series of grounded analyses which cover: strategies for the sustainability
of arts enterprises; innovative evaluation methods; theoretical engagements with questions of art, agency, and social
change; artists’ entanglements with legal and structural frameworks; processes of cultural mapping; and the
artist/donor interface. The creative economy is increasingly recognized as a driver of development and this book also
investigates the contribution made by the arts to the processes of international development, and considers how those
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processes can best be supported by development agencies. Contemporary Perspectives on Art and International
Development gives scholars of Development Studies, Social and Cultural Geography, Anthropology, Cultural Policy,
Cultural Studies, and Global Studies a contextually and thematically diverse range of insights into this emerging
research ﬁeld. Immaterial Rules in Contemporary Art Oxford University Press Contemporary art can seem chaotic:
sometimes it made of weird things, sometimes it just comprises ideas. Sherri Irvin shows that, despite these unruly
appearances, making rules is a key part of what many contemporary artists do: they use rules to create distinctive
meanings and to provide powerful immersive experiences. Wollheim, Wittgenstein, and Pictorial Representation
Seeing-as and Seeing-in Routledge Pictorial representation is one of the core questions in aesthetics and philosophy of
art. What is a picture? How do pictures represent things? This collection of specially commissioned chapters examines
the inﬂuential thesis that the core of pictorial representation is not resemblance but 'seeing-in', in particular as found
in the work of Richard Wollheim. We can see a passing cloud as a rabbit, but we also see a rabbit in the clouds.
'Seeing-in' is an imaginative act of the kind employed by Leonardo’s pupils when he told them to see what they could for example, battle scenes - in a wall of cracked plaster. This collection examines the idea of 'seeing-in' as it appears
primarily in the work of Wollheim but also its origins in the work of Wittgenstein. An international roster of
contributors examine topics such as the contrast between seeing-in and seeing-as; whether or in what sense Wollheim
can be thought of as borrowing from Wittgenstein; the idea that all perception is conceptual or propositional; the
metaphor of ﬁgure and ground and its relation to the notion of 'two-foldedness'; the importance in art of emotion and
the imagination. Wollheim, Wittgenstein and Pictorial Representation: Seeing-as and Seeing-in is essential reading for
students and scholars of aesthetics and philosophy of art, and also of interest to those in related subjects such as
philosophy of mind and art theory. Participation, Culture and Democracy Perspectives on Public Engagement and Social
Communication Cambridge Scholars Publishing The underlying question of this collection of essays focuses on the very
core of our democratic culture. It asks how one can actively take part in its political, legal, educational, informational,
social, cultural and economic mechanisms. Advanced technologies have given rise to a vast array of tools enabling a
culture of participation. New forms of civic engagement have emerged, as well as a new conceptualization of active
citizenship. These developments encouraged the authors of this collection to address legal, social, political,
philosophical, and media aspects of the emancipatory potential of participatory democracy. They focus on speciﬁc case
studies stretching across various places and spheres, from the Canadian media legislature, community organizing in
low-income neighbourhoods of the USA, the Knesset of Israel, the Roma minority in Poland, and legal texts of Austria,
to the online sphere of art and digital democracy. The key advantage of this book thus lies in its multifaceted
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consideration of seemingly disparate, yet highly intertwined and ubiquitous, concepts of democratic societies around
the globe. The Cambridge Companion to Freud Cambridge University Press This volume covers all the central topics of
Freud's work, from sexuality to neurosis to morality, art, and culture. The Creation of Art New Essays in Philosophical
Aesthetics Cambridge University Press Table of contents Painting as an Art Presenting a vision of viewing art, this book
attempts to unify the three passions of the author - philosophy, psychology, art - into a theory of the experience of art.
It also presents the author's argument that in order to fully appreciate a work of art, critics must bring a much richer
conception of human psychology than they have in the past. Interpreting Art Spotlights How do people make sense of
works of art? And how do they write to make others see the same way? There are many guides to looking at art,
histories of art history and art criticism, and accounts of various ?theories? and ?methods?, but this book oﬀers
something very unlike the normal search for diﬀerence and division: it examines the general and largely unspoken
norms shared by interpreters of many kinds.0Ranging widely, though taking writing within the Western tradition of art
history as its primary focus, Interpreting Art highlights the norms, premises, and patterns that tend to guide
interpretation along the way. Why, for example, is the concept of artistic ?intention? at once so reviled and yet so hard
to let go of? What does it really involve when an interpretation appeals to an artwork?s ?reception?? How can
?context? be used by some to keep things under control and by others to make the interpretation of art seem
limitless? And how is it that artworks only seem to grow in complexity over time?0Interpreting Art reveals subtle
features of art writing central to the often unnoticed interpretative practices through which we understand works of
art. In doing so, the book also sheds light on possible alternatives, pointing to how writers on art might choose to
operate diﬀerently in the future. The Aesthetic Mind Philosophy and Psychology OUP Oxford The Aesthetic Mind breaks
new ground in bringing together empirical sciences and philosophy to enhance our understanding of aesthetics and
the experience of art. An eminent international team of experts presents new research in philosophy, psychology,
neuroscience, and social anthropology: they explore the roles of emotion, imagination, empathy, and beauty in this
realm of human experience, ranging over visual and literary art, music, and dance. Among the questions discussed are:
Why do we engage with things aesthetically and why do we create art? Does art or aesthetic experience have a
function or functions? Which characteristics distinguish aesthetic mental states? Which skills or abilities do we put to
use when we engage aesthetically with an object and how does that compare with non-aesthetic experiences? What
does our ability to create art and engage aesthetically with things tell us about what it is to be a human being? This
ambitious and far-reaching volume is essential reading for anyone investigating the aesthetic and the artistic.
Founding Psychoanalysis Phenomenologically Phenomenological Theory of Subjectivity and the Psychoanalytic
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Experience Springer Science & Business Media The present anthology seeks to give an overview of the diﬀerent
approaches to establish a relation between phenomenology and psychoanalysis, primarily from the viewpoint of
current phenomenological research. Already during the lifetimes of the two disciplines' founders, Edmund Husserl
(1859 - 1938) and Sigmund Freud (1856 – 1939), phenomenological and phenomenologically inspired authors were
advancing psychoanalytic theses. For both traditions, the Second World War presented a painful and devastating
disruption of their development and mutual exchange. During the postwar period, phenomenologists, especially in
France, revisited psychoanalytic topics. Thus, in the so-called second generation of phenomenology there developed
an intensive reception of the psychoanalytic tradition, one that ﬁnds its expression even today in current hermeneutic,
postmodern and poststructuralist conceptions. But also in more recent phenomenological research we ﬁnd projects
concentrated systematically on psychoanalysis and its theses. In this context, the status of psychoanalysis as a science
of human experience is discussed anew, now approached on the ‘ﬁrst person’ basis of a phenomenological
understanding of subjective experience. In such approaches, phenomena like incorporation, phantasy, emotion and the
unconscious are discussed afresh. These topics, important for modern phenomenology as well as for psychoanalysis,
are examined in the context of the constitution of the human person as well as of our intersubjective world. The
analyses are also interdisciplinary, making use of connections with modern medicine, psychiatry and psychotherapy.
The systematic investigations are enriched by historical analysis and research in the internal development of the
disciplines involved. The volume presents recent work of internationally recognized researchers – phenomenologically
oriented philosophers, psychoanalysts and psychotherapists – who work in the common ﬁeld of the two disciplines. The
editors hope that this selection will encourage further systematic collaboration between phenomenology and
psychoanalysis You May Also Like Taste in an Age of Endless Choice Simon and Schuster Everyone knows his or her
favourite colour, the foods we most enjoy, and which season of The Sopranos deserves the most stars on Netﬂix. But
what does it really mean when we like something? How do we decide what's good? Is it something biological? What is
the role of our personal experiences in shaping our tastes? And how do businesses make use of this information?
Comprehensively researched and singularly insightful, You May Also Like delves deep into psychology, marketing and
neuroscience to answer these complex and fascinating questions. From the tangled underpinnings of our food choices,
to the discrete dynamics of the pop charts and our playlists, to our non-stop procession of 'thumbs' and 'likes' and
'stars,' to our insecurity before unfamiliar works of art, the book explores how we form our preferences - and how they
shape us. It explains how diﬃcult it is, even for experts, to pinpoint exactly what makes something good or enjoyable,
and how the success of companies like Netﬂix, Spotify and Yelp! depends on the complicated task of predicting what
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we will enjoy. Like Traﬃc, this book takes us on a fascinating and consistently surprising intellectual journey that
helps us better understand how we perceive and appreciate the world around us. Sigmund Freud Penguin Books This
intellectual biography of Freud presents a fresh and thorough analysis of the whole body of his writings. Each of these
is studied in its context, and their chronology is shown to be of great importance. The author demonstrates how
Freud's exploratory and sometimes hesitant eﬀorts to explain all that he discovered of mental abnormality are to be
properly understood only in light of his quest for a general theory of the mind. This reissue contains a new Preface by
Professor Wollheim that takes account of recent critical work on Freud. Principles of Art History the Problem of the
Development Peter Smith Pub Incorporated Seminal modern study explains ideas beyond superﬁcial changes. Analyzes
over 150 works by masters. 121 illustrations. Revealing Art Psychology Press Revealing Art is a stimulating and lucid
book about why art is important and the role of the imagination in art, illustrated with colour and black-and-white
plates of examples from Michaelangelo to Matisse and from Poussin to Pollock. Conceptual Art An American
Perspective McFarland Publishing During the mid-1960s avant-garde artists in New York developed a multimedia art form
devoted to ideas instead of objects. A history of the movement can be traced back to the minimal art and the earlier
works of Marcel Duchamp, the black paintings of Ad Reinhardt and the philosophy of Ludwig Wittgenstein. By 1965,
such artists as Mel Bochner and Joseph Kosuth were turning away from conventional art and viewing art as a concept,
based primarily upon language. The Comics Form The Art of Sequenced Images Bloomsbury Publishing Answering
foundational questions like "what is a comic" and "how do comics work" in original and imaginative ways, this book
adapts established, formalist approaches to explaining the experience of reading comics. Taking stock of a multitude
of case studies and examples, The Comics Form demonstrates that any object can be read as a comic so long as it
displays a set of relevant formal features. Drawing from the worlds of art criticism and literary studies to put forward
innovative new ways of thinking and talking about comics, this book challenges certain terminology and such
theorizing terms as 'narrate' which have historically been employed somewhat loosely. In unpacking the way in which
sequenced images work, The Comics Form introduces tools of analysis such as discourse and diegesis; details further
qualities of visual representation such as resemblance, custom norms, style, simpliﬁcation, exaggeration, style modes,
transparency and speciﬁcation, perspective and framing, focalization and ocularization; and applies formal art analysis
to comics images. This book also examines the conclusions readers draw from the way certain images are presented
and what they trigger, and oﬀers clear deﬁnitions of the roles and features of text-narrators, image-narrators, and
image-text narrators in both non-linguistic images and word-images. What Painting Is Routledge Unlike many books on
painting that usually talk about art or painters, James Elkins’ compelling and original work focuses on alchemy, for like
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the alchemist, the painter seeks to transform and be transformed by the medium. In What Painting Is, James Elkins
communicates the experience of painting beyond the traditional vocabulary of art history. Alchemy provides a magical
language to explore what it is a painter really does in her or his studio - the smells, the mess, the struggle to control
the uncontrollable, the special knowledge only painters hold of how colours will mix, and how they will look. Written
from the perspective of a painter-turned-art historian, What Painting Is is like nothing you have ever read about art.
Surrealism at Play Duke University Press In Surrealism at Play Susan Laxton writes a new history of surrealism in which
she traces the centrality of play to the movement and its ongoing legacy. For surrealist artists, play took a consistent
role in their aesthetic as they worked in, with, and against a post-World War I world increasingly dominated by
technology and functionalism. Whether through exquisite-corpse drawings, Man Ray’s rayographs, or Joan Miró’s
visual puns, surrealists became adept at developing techniques and processes designed to guarantee aleatory
outcomes. In embracing chance as the means to produce unforeseeable ends, they shifted emphasis from ﬁnal product
to process, challenging the disciplinary structures of industrial modernism. As Laxton demonstrates, play became a
primary method through which surrealism refashioned artistic practice, everyday experience, and the nature of
subjectivity. Deﬁnitions of Art Cornell University Press In the last thirty years, work in analytic philosophy of art has
ﬂourished, and it has given rise to considerably controversy. Stephen Davies describes and analyzes the deﬁnition of
art as it has been discussed in Anglo-American philosophy during this period and, in the process, introduces his own
perspective on ways in which we should reorient our thinking. Davies conceives of the debate as revealing two basic,
conﬂicting approaches—the functional and the procedural—to the questions of whether art can be deﬁned, and if so,
how. As the author sees it, the functionalist believes that an object is a work of art only if it performs a particular
function (usually, that of providing a rewarding aesthetic experience). By contrast the proceduralist believes that
something is an artwork only if it has been created according to certain rules and procedures. Davies attempts to
demonstrate the fruitfulness of viewing the debate in terms of this framework, and he develops new arguments
against both points of view—although he is more critical of functional than of procedural deﬁnitions. Because it has
generated so much of the recent literature, Davies starts his analysis with a discussion of Morris Weitz's germinal
paper, "The Role of Theory in Aesthetics." He goes on to examine other important works by Arthur Danto, George
Dickie, and Ben Tilghman and develops in his critiques original arguments on such matters of the artiﬁciality of
artworks and the relevance of artists' intentions. Pictures and Tears A History of People Who Have Cried in Front of
Paintings Routledge Art Does art leave you cold? And is that what it's supposed to do? Or is a painting meant to move
you to tears? Hemingway was reduced to tears in the midst of a drinking bout when a painting by James Thurber
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caught his eye. And what's bad about that? In Pictures and Tears, art historian James Elkins tells the story of paintings
that have made people cry. Drawing upon anecdotes related to individual works of art, he provides a chronicle of how
people have shown emotion before works of art in the past, and a meditation on the curious tearlessness with which
most people approach art in the present. Deeply personal, Pictures and Tears is a history of emotion and vulnerability,
and an inquiry into the nature of art. This book is a rare and invaluable treasure for people who love art. Also includes
an 8-page color insert. Psychoanalysis, Mind, and Art Perspectives on Richard Wollheim Wiley-Blackwell The Return of
the Real Art and Theory at the End of the Century MIT Press In The Return of the Real Hal Foster discusses the
development of art and theory since 1960, and reorders the relation between prewar and postwar avant-gardes.
Opposed to the assumption that contemporary art is somehow belated, he argues that the avant-garde returns to us
from the future, repositioned by innovative practice in the present. And he poses this retroactive model of art and
theory against the reactionary undoing of progressive culture that is pervasive today. After the models of art-as-text in
the 1970s and art-as-simulacrum in the 1980s, Foster suggests that we are now witness to a return to the real—to art
and theory grounded in the materiality of actual bodies and social sites. If The Return of the Real begins with a new
narrative of the historical avant-gard, it concludes with an original reading of this contemporary situation—and what it
portends for future practices of art and theory, culture and politics. Art and its Objects Cambridge University Press This
book is an inﬂuential study of the central questions and philosophical issues raised by art. The Psychology of
Perspective and Renaissance Art CUP Archive Michael Kubovy, an experimental psychologist, recounts the lively history
of the invention of perspective in the ﬁfteenth century, and shows how, as soon as the invention spread, it was used to
achieve subtle and fascinating aesthetic eﬀects. A clear presentation of the fundamental concepts of perspective and
the reasons for its eﬀectiveness, drawing on the latest laboratory research on how people perceive, leads into the
development of a new theory to explain why Renaissance artists such as Leonardo and Mantegna used perspective in
unorthodox ways which have puzzled art scholars. This theory illuminates the author's broader consideration of the
evolution of art: the book proposes a resolution of the debate between those who believe that the invention/discovery
of perspective is a stage in the steady progress of art and those who believe that perspective is merely a conventional
and arbitrary system for the representation of space. Richard Wollheim on the Art of Painting Art as Representation
and Expression Cambridge University Press A collection of essays on Wollheim's philosophy of art; includes a response
from Wollheim himself. Image and Mind Film, Philosophy and Cognitive Science Cambridge University Press This book
develops a theory of the nature of the cinematic medium, of the psychology of ﬁlm viewing, and of ﬁlm narrative.
Essays on Art and Language MIT Press Critical and theoretical essays by a long-time participant in the Art & Language
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movement. These essays by art historian and critic Charles Harrison are based on the premise that making art and
talking about art are related enterprises. They are written from the point of view of Art & Language, the artistic
movement based in England—and brieﬂy in the United States—with which Harrison has been associated for thirty
years. Harrison uses the work of Art & Language as a central case study to discuss developments in art from the 1950s
through the 1980s. According to Harrison, the strongest motivation for writing about art is that it brings us closer to
that which is other than ourselves. In seeing how a work is done, we learn about its achieved identity: we see, for
example, that a drip on a Pollock is integral to its technical character, whereas a drip on a Mondrian would not be.
Throughout the book, Harrison uses speciﬁc examples to address a range of questions about the history, theory, and
making of modern art—questions about the conditions of its making and the nature of its public, about the problems
and priorities of criticism, and about the relations between interpretation and judgment. Ways of Worldmaking Hackett
Publishing Provides a workable notion of the kinds of skills and capacities that are central for those who work in the
arts. Art and Knowledge Routledge Almost all of us would agree that the experience of art is deeply rewarding. Why this
is the case remains a puzzle; nor does it explain why many of us ﬁnd works of art much more important than other
sources of pleasure. Art and Knowledge argues that the experience of art is so rewarding because it can be an
important source of knowledge about ourselves and our relation to each other and to the world. The view that art is a
source of knowledge can be traced as far back as Aristotle and Horace. Artists as various as Tasso, Sidney, Henry
James and Mendelssohn have believed that art contributes to knowledge. As attractive as this view may be, it has
never been satisfactorily defended, either by artists or philosophers. Art and Knowledge reﬂects on the essence of art
and argues that it ought to provide insight as well as pleasure. It argues that all the arts, including music, are
importantly representational. This kind of representation is fundamentally diﬀerent from that found in the sciences,
but it can provide insights as important and profound as available from the sciences. Once we recognise that works of
art can contribute to knowledge we can avoid thorough relativism about aesthetic value and we can be in a position to
evaluate the avant-garde art of the past 100 years. Art and Knowledge is an exceptionally clear and interesting, as
well as controversial, exploration of what art is and why it is valuable. It will be of interest to all philosophers of art,
artists and art critics. The State of Art Criticism Routledge Art criticism is spurned by universities, but widely produced
and read. It is seldom theorized and its history has hardly been investigated. The State of Art Criticism presents an
international conversation among art historians and critics that considers the relation between criticism and art
history and poses the question of whether criticism may become a university subject. Contributors include Dave
Hickey, James Panero, Stephen Melville, Lynne Cook, Michael Newman, Whitney Davis, Irit Rogoﬀ, Guy Brett and Boris
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Groys. Philosophy of the Arts An Introduction to Aesthetics Routledge A new edition of this bestselling introduction to
aesthetics and the philosophy of art. Includes new sections on digital music and environmental aesthetics. All other
chapters have been thoroughly revised and updated. Art as Experience Perigee Trade Based originally on Dewey's
lectures on esthetics, this book is considered the most distinguished work ever written by an American on the formal
structures and characteristic eﬀects of all the arts. Investigations Into the Phenomenology and the Ontology of the
Work of Art What are Artworks and How Do We Experience Them? Springer This book investigates the nature of
aesthetic experience and aesthetic objects. Written by leading philosophers, psychologists, literary scholars and
semioticians, the book addresses two intertwined issues. The ﬁrst is related to the phenomenology of aesthetic
experience: The understanding of how human beings respond to artworks, how we process linguistic or visual
information, and what properties in artworks trigger aesthetic experiences. The examination of the properties of
aesthetic experience reveals essential aspects of our perceptual, cognitive, and semiotic capacities. The second issue
studied in this volume is related to the ontology of the work of art: Written or visual artworks are a speciﬁc type of
objects, containing particular kinds of representation which elicit a particular kind of experience. The research
question explored is: What properties in artful objects trigger this type of experience, and what characterizes
representation in written and visual artworks? The volume sets the scene for state-of-the-art inquiries in the
intersection between the psychology and ontology of art. The investigations of the relation between the properties of
artworks and the characteristics of aesthetic experience increase our insight into what art is. In addition, they shed
light on essential properties of human meaning-making in general. Art Worlds 25th Anniversary edition, Updated and
Expanded University of California Press This classic sociological examination of art as collective action explores the
cooperative network of suppliers, performers, dealers, critics, and consumers who—along with the artist—"produce" a
work of art. Howard S. Becker looks at the conventions essential to this operation and, prospectively, at the extent to
which art is shaped by this collective activity. The book is thoroughly illustrated and updated with a new dialogue
between Becker and eminent French sociologist Alain Pessin about the extended social system in which art is created,
and with a new preface in which the author talks about his own process in creating this inﬂuential work. Embodied
Cognition and Cinema Leuven University Press The impact of the embodied cognition thesis on the scientiﬁc study of ﬁlm
The embodied cognition thesis claims that cognitive functions cannot be understood without making reference to the
interactions between the brain, the body, and the environment. The meaning of abstract concepts is grounded in
concrete experiences. This book is the ﬁrst edited volume to explore the impact of the embodied cognition thesis on
the scientiﬁc study of ﬁlm. A team of scholars analyse the main aspects of ﬁlm (narrative, style, music, sound, time,
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the viewer, emotion, perception, ethics, the frame, etc.) from an embodied perspective. By combining insights from
various disciplines such as cognitive ﬁlm theory, conceptual metaphor theory, and cognitive neuroscience, they show
how the process of meaning-making in ﬁlm is embodied and how empathy and embodied simulation play a role in
understanding the way in which the viewer interacts with the ﬁlm. Foreword by Mark Johnson, Knight Professor of
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Department of Philosophy, University of Oregon. Contributors Warren Buckland (Oxford
Brookes University), Juan Chattah (University of Miami), Maarten Coëgnarts (University of Antwerp), Adriano D’Aloia
(Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore, Milan), Michele Guerra (University of Parma), Miklós Kiss (University of
Groningen), Peter Kravanja (KU Leuven), María J. Ortiz (University of Alicante), Mark S. Ward (University of Technology,
Sydney), Hannah Chapelle Wojciehowski (University of Texas) Art and Representation New Principles in the Analysis of
Pictures Princeton University Press In Art and Representation, John Willats presents a radically new theory of pictures. To
do this, he has developed a precise vocabulary for describing the representational systems in pictures: the ways in
which artists, engineers, photographers, mapmakers, and children represent objects. His approach is derived from
recent research in visual perception and artiﬁcial intelligence, and Willats begins by clarifying the key distinction
between the marks in a picture and the features of the scene that these marks represent. The methods he uses are
thus closer to those of a modern structural linguist or psycholinguist than to those of an art historian. Using over 150
illustrations, Willats analyzes the representational systems in pictures by artists from a wide variety of periods and
cultures. He then relates these systems to the mental processes of picture production, and, displaying an impressive
grasp of more than one scholarly discipline, shows how the Greek vase painters, Chinese painters, Giotto, icon
painters, Picasso, Paul Klee, and David Hockney have put these systems to work. But this book is not only about what
systems artists use but also about why artists from diﬀerent periods and cultures have used such diﬀerent systems,
and why drawings by young children look so diﬀerent from those by adults. Willats argues that the representational
systems can serve many diﬀerent functions beyond that of merely providing a convincing illusion. These include the
use of anomalous pictorial devices such as inverted perspective, which may be used for expressive reasons or to
distance the viewer from the depicted scene by drawing attention to the picture as a painted surface. Willats
concludes that art historical changes, and the developmental changes in children's drawings, are not merely arbitrary,
nor are they driven by evolutionary forces. Rather, they are determined by the diﬀerent functions that the
representational systems in pictures can serve. Like readers of Ernst Gombrich's famous Art and Illusion (still available
from Princeton University Press), on which Art and Representation makes important theoretical advances, or Rudolf
Arnheim's Art and Visual Perception, Willats's readers will ﬁnd that they will never again return to their old ways of
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looking at pictures. Understanding Dance Routledge Understanding Dance is a comprehensive introduction to the
aestethetics of dance, and will be an essential text for all those interested in dance as an object of study. Focusing on
the work of a number of major choreographers, companies and critics Graham McFee explores the nature of our
understanding of Dance by considering the practice of understanding dance-works themselves. He concludes with a
validation of the place of dance in society and in education. Troughout he provides detailed insights into the nature
and appreciation of art as well as a general grouding in philosophy. Looking Through Images A Phenomenology of
Visual Media Columbia University Press Images have always stirred ambivalent reactions. Yet whether eliciting fascinated
gazes or iconoclastic repulsion from their beholders, they have hardly ever been seen as true sources of knowledge.
They were long viewed as mere appearances, placeholders for the things themselves or deceptive illusions. Today, the
traditional critique of the spectacle has given way to an unconditional embrace of the visual. However, we still lack a
persuasive theoretical account of how images work. Emmanuel Alloa retraces the history of Western attitudes toward
the visual to propose a major rethinking of images as irreplaceable agents of our everyday engagement with the world.
He examines how ideas of images and their powers have been constructed in Western humanities, art theory, and
philosophy, developing a novel genealogy of both visual studies and the concept of the medium. Alloa reconstructs the
earliest Western media theory—Aristotle’s concept of the diaphanous milieu of vision—and the signiﬁcance of its
subsequent erasure in the history of science. Ultimately, he argues for a historically informed phenomenology of
images and visual media that explains why images are not simply referential depictions, windows onto the world.
Instead, images constantly reactivate the power of appearing. As media of visualization, they allow things to appear
that could not be visible except in and through these very material devices. Passages in Modern Sculpture MIT Press
Studies major works by important sculptors since Rodin in the light of diﬀerent approaches to general sculptural issues
to reveal the logical progressions from nineteenth-century ﬁgurative works to the conceptual work of the present.
Picture, Image and Experience A Philosophical Inquiry Cambridge University Press How do pictures represent? In this book
Robert Hopkins casts new light on an ancient question by connecting it to issues in the philosophies of mind and
perception. He starts by describing several striking features of picturing that demand explanation. These features
strongly suggest that our experience of pictures is central to the way they represent, and Hopkins characterizes that
experience as one of resemblance in a particular respect. He deals convincingly with the objections traditionally
assumed to be fatal to resemblance views, and shows how his own account is uniquely well placed to explain
picturing's key features. His discussion engages in detail with issues concerning perception in general, including how
to describe phenomena that have long puzzled philosophers and psychologists, and the book concludes with an
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attempt to see what a proper understanding of picturing can tell us about that deeply mysterious phenomenon, the
visual imagination.
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